We study the Lipschitz continuity of generalized sub-Gaussian processes and provide estimates for the distribution of the norms of such processes. The results are applied to the case of weakly self-similar generalized sub-Gaussian processes with stationary increments (the fractional Brownian motion is a particular case of these processes).
Introduction
Let (T, ρ) be some pseudometric space. We consider the Lipschitz continuity of stochastic processes X = (X(t), t ∈ T ) and provide some bounds for the distribution of norms of such processes. In particular, we find the modulus of continuity of a process X, that is, we find a function f such that lim sup ε→0 sup ρ(t,s)<ε |X(t) − X(s)| f (ε) < 1.
We also provide some bounds for the tail probabilities P sup 0<ρ(t,s)≤v
The case where (T, ρ) is a subset of a d-dimensional Euclidean space is considered as a particular example.
The results obtained in the papers are applied to weakly self-similar processes with stationary increments belonging to the space Sub ϕ (Ω) of generalized sub-Gaussian processes.
The modulus of continuity f is found by Dudley [2] in the case of Gaussian processes. These results are generalized by Kozachenko [4] for some classes of processes belonging to the Orlicz spaces.
In the book [1] , the modulus of continuity is evaluated for stochastic processes belonging to some classes Δ of Orlicz spaces, and bounds for the distribution of the norms of such processes are obtained in the Lipschitz spaces. We do not exclude the case of C = +∞ in condition (Q). We say that a zero mean random variable ξ belongs to the space Sub ϕ (Ω) if there exists a positive constant a such that the inequality E exp (λξ) ≤ exp (ϕ(aλ)) holds for all λ ∈ R. 
Note that Sub ϕ (Ω) is a Banach space with respect to the norm
We also note that the inequalities 
The following result is rather technical, but we need it in the proofs of the main results of this paper.
and let M and b be two numbers such that b > 1 and M ≥ ϕ * (2)/ ln (2) . Then
Proof. Let η := max j=1,...,n |ξ j |, a := b max j=1,...,n τ ϕ (ξ j ), and u n := ϕ * (−1) (M ln(n)).
Then
Since |ξ j |/(au n ) > x > 2, n ≥ 2, and M ln(n) ≥ ϕ * (2) (that is, u n ≥ 2), we have
Thus we obtain
Recall that if
for some C > 0 and D > 0, then [1, Corollary 4.1] ). It also follows from [1, Lemma 4.3] that
.
The theorem is proved.
Main results
Let (T, ρ) be a metric (pseudometric) separable compact space and let
be a separable stochastic process belonging to the space Sub ϕ (Ω).
Suppose that there exists an increasing continuous function σ = {σ(h), h ≥ 0} such that σ(0) = 0 and
Denote by N (u) the minimal number of closed ρ-balls that cover the space (T, ρ) and whose radii are equal to u. 
where B > 1 and b > 1 are some numbers and where v is a number such that N (v) > 2. Then
Proof. Let r ∈ (0, 1). We consider the sequence {ν k , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . } constructed as follows:
is the inverse function to σ, B > 1 is a number, and where A is a number such that A > 1 and Ar < 1. The sequence {ν k , k = 0, 1, 2, . . . } constructed above is such that
that is,
We derive from (3.3) and (3.4) that
This means that
. . , the set of the centers of all closed balls of radius ε k belonging to the minimal covering of the space
Inequality (3.1) together with the Chebyshev inequality implies that the process X is continuous in probability. Thus V 0 is the set of separability of the process X.
Further, let α n be the mapping acting from the set
The Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that X(α n (t)) → X(t) with probability one as n → ∞.
with probability one. Let t and s belong to the set V 0 and be such that ρ(t, s) < u. Let k > m + 1. We introduce the following notation:
Then (3.9)
for all t and s such that ρ(t, s) < u. Representation (3.9) implies that
Relations (3.9) and (3.10) yield (3.11)
for all t, s ∈ T such that ρ(t, s) < u.
Passing to the limit as k → ∞, relation (3.11) implies that
with probability one. Now we deduce from (3.8) that
Consider a number v > 0 such that N (v) > 2. We choose a number n for which
Let {G(u), u ≥ 0} be an increasing function such that
where m is an arbitrary number satisfying ε m+1 < u ≤ ε m . We also put
Now we estimate the probabilities on the right-hand side of (3.13). We derive from Theorem 2.1 that
Similar reasoning proves that
Another consequence of Theorem 2.1 is that
Inequalities ( 
Inequality (3.5) implies that
du.
Now we obtain from (3.18) and (3.19 ) that
Recall that ν m+1 = min(rν m , δ m ) and consider separately the two possible cases, namely ν m+1 = δ m and ν m+1 = rν m . First let ν m+1 = δ m . By equality (3.3),
Second, if ν m+1 = rν m , then
dv.
Combining the above results we get the following bound:
This means that (3.17) implies that
Since inf
for all x > 2. Inequality (3.2) follows from the latter inequality with y = xb > 2b. 
Proof. It follows from (3.12) that
with probability one. Inequality (3.15 ) implies that η k (u) < 2b k (u) with probability one if k is sufficiently large. This together with bound (3.16) yields that ξ k < 2c k with probability one if k is sufficiently large. Therefore 
for sufficiently large m (in other words, for sufficiently small u). Now (3.21) and (3.23) imply that sup 0<ρ(t,s)≤u
with probability one if u is sufficiently small.
The following result follows from Theorem 3.2. 
for sufficiently small u, where C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 are some constants.
and the following result holds. 
Let M ≥ max(1, ϕ * (2)/ ln 2), B > 1, and b > 1. Assume that u is a number such that
for all y > 2b, wherẽ 
Lipschitz spaces

